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Agenda (Pacific)
Time Topic

8:00 a.m. Welcome and agenda

8:05 a.m. Navigating Change Management

Leigh Burger
Principal Customer 
Success Manager
Adobe Workfront

Julie Simon
Director, Marketing Project 
Portfolio Management
Penn State University

Alexa McGraw
Portfolio Manager, Marketing 
Technology and Operations
Penn State University

8:45 a.m. Presenter Q&A

8:55 a.m. Wrap-up and next steps
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x
Leigh Burger, M.S. Positive Org Development & Change

Principal Customer Success Manager

Adobe Workfront

• Great love for the outdoors
• 2 of my fav activities: hiking 

the AT and kayaking
• 2 rescue fur babies
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x
Alexa McGraw

Portfolio Manager | Marketing Technology and Operations

Penn State University

• Been at Penn State for 5 years
• Two Kiddos
• Equestrian
• Love the American Quarter Horse
• Compete nationally with my daughter

www.linkedin.com/in/alexa-mcgraw/
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• Beginner pasta maker
• Dog mom to a chatty Aussie
• Coffee and travel enthusiast
• Trader Joe's fan girl

Julie Simon
Portfolio Manager | Marketing Technology 
and Operations
Penn State University

www.linkedin.com/in/juliesimon1



Understanding & Leading Change
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How our brain perceives change
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Without 
even 

realizing it, 
change 

situations 
can and 

frequently 
do invoke 

a threat 
response 

(fear) in 
our brains.
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Task Positive and Default Modes

● Two competing neural networks that 
dominate our thinking patterns.

● Task positive is associated with 
analytical calculations.

● Default mode is associated with moral, 
ethical, emotional
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What's resonating most loudly for you?

● Change situations can invoke a subconscious response. So, without even realizing it you could express 
a change resistance behavior.

● The resistance to change we may experience (in ourselves or others) is not intentional or malicious. It’s 
simply our body’s emotional response to situations.

● When we’re experiencing an emotional response, such as fear, we cannot at the exact same time 
respond analytically. In other words, our emotions can negatively impact our logic.

● By its very nature, the fight or flight system bypasses our rational mind—where our more well thought 
out beliefs exist—and moves us into threat response mode.
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How do we apply what we've learned?

§ Address the emotions to move folks to a more logical thinking space 
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Your Objective in Leading Change: Influence



Just  one thing.



People.

The work and campaign transformations weren't perfect,
but I appreciated that your team was always listening, 
communicating, and caring through thick and thin.

Marketing has been unwavering in their 
focused commitment to transformation....
I'm proud of this unit and the way they've
lived into change together.



We seek to improve how we work in our current state and 
increase our ability to adapt quickly to future business 
needs. We will achieve this vision
not by merely configuring a new tool well, but by questioning 
how we are organized, request work, and collaborate.

People.



It starts and ends with trust.

Communication enables transformation.

It doesn't (all) have to be perfect.

Foundational Tenants



Outreach and Online Education Marketing

100+
Staff

17
Partners



Our Team

3
Staff

0
Change Experts



CHANGE LEADERSHIP THE OOE MARKETING WAY



Workfront Adoption Recommendations: Snapshot



It starts and ends with trust.
People.

Get (and keep) buy-in.



We made empathy a verb.

People.
It starts and ends with trust.



Communication enables transformation.
People.

Good communication is the bridge 
between confusion and clarity.



Communication enables transformation.
People.



Communication enables transformation.
People.

Ask and listen.



Acknowledge the humanity of change.

People.
It doesn't (all) have to be perfect



If you’ve ever been part of moving between systems 
with data, you know that it’s just messy. That will be 
true of our time-tracking data as we move 
to Workfront. Folks are thinking about how to 
minimize the impacts but there’s no getting around 
the fact that it won’t be perfect. That’s OK. We’ll do 
the best we can and have patience with one
another as we navigate the transition together.

“

”

People.
It doesn't (all) have to be perfect



People.
It doesn't (all) have to be perfect

My freshman college roommate was an English major. 
I distinctly remember her explaining to me the difference 
between eager and anxious. As I think about each of you, I’m 
aware that some of you are anxious, others are eager, and 
some are a little of both. That’s all normal! 
I invite you to be brave and patient over the coming year as 
we transform the way we work in Marketing and across OOE. 
Let’s explore, learn, and improve with a spirit of togetherness.

“

”



Go-live is the start line.

People.
It doesn't (all) have to be perfect





Plan for organic growth.

It doesn't (all) have to be perfect
People.









Key Points

Trust. Do empathy by putting people first.

Communicate. Be clear and effective, listen well, and 
share often.

Growth mindset. Be intentional and ready to pivot.



Just one thing. People.



Questions?
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Upcoming Events

Register at https://experienceleague.adobe.com/events

Product Release Webinars
• On-Demand: What’s new in the 22.4 Release

System Admin Essentials Webinars
• Coming soon! 

“Ask the Expert” Office Hours + Small Group Workshops
• Dec 12: Ask the Experts – Navigating Change Management Follow-up
• Dec 15: Workshop – End of Year Reporting

• Jan 6: Admin Chat – Marketing & Creative
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Adobe Workfront Services

46

Enriched Program Management
This service can be added to your customer’s Value Planning or Assembled Implementation for 
the addition of a Workfront program manager to the delivery team.

Discovery and Scope Assessment
This service is a billable discovery and scope assessment exercise that is best leveraged for 
customers that purchase a bucket of hours and are likely without a centralized Work 
Management organization.

Data Migration
This service can be added to your customer’s Assembled Implementation and is focused on 
data migrations from a customer’s current system into their new Workfront instance. This may 
include multiple systems or consolidation of Workfront instances.

Work Management Value Planning                                                     
The workshop is designed to ensure the platform meets your goals and 
helps you achieve faster ROI by gathering your business requirements, 
assessing the impact of Workfront on your overall business, and 
presenting a roadmap to scale the value of Workfront over a set period of 
time.

Assembled Implementation
This service includes an end-to-end pre-scoped implementation 
engagement, including the configuration and setup of your Workfront 
instance, execution of communication and enablement plans, and 
post-launch adoption.

Deskside Coaching
This service can be added to your customer’s Assembled Implementation and includes custom 
training and documentation to help fill knowledge gaps and increase user adoption.

Need a hand getting started? Adobe Workfront Services can help.

Health Check & Readiness
This service reviews the customer’s implementation based on industry and Adobe best 
practices, preparing them for the newest capabilities in Workfront.

Staff Augmentation
This service includes an embedded System Administrator (FTE) to help with user profile 
management, report and dashboard management, troubleshoot technical issues, and more..

Fusion and Integration Assistance
This service helps connect your business-critical Adobe and 3rd party 
applications to Workfront whether you are an existing Fusion 
customer or just want to maximize what you can do with integrations.



Thank you!




